STEPS AHEAD ....

SEMINAR ON CITY PLANNING
CITY THE EARTH NEEDS

A PRESENTATION BY
L’AVENIR D’AUROVILLE
20 FEB 2013
AGENDA

- INAUGURAL ADDRESS: DR. ASTER PATEL
  Member of Governing Board & Chairperson of Sri Aurobindo Center For Studies – Bharat Nivas

- ABOUT US

- PREAMBLE / L’AVENIR MANDATE

- WORK IN PROGRESS:
  L’Avenir core team

  TEA BREAK (15 mins)

- DETAILED PROJECT REPORTS:
  Technical Team (IDPP / Land Use/ Water)

- QUESTION & ANSWERS
ABOUT US:

Administration, Accounts and Reporting: Jean Francois

Fundraising & Networking: Kalya

Communication & Consultation: Abha

Liaison: Poonuswamy

Overall Coordination and Facilitation: Sauro

Planning and Urban Design: Gilles and Jacqueline

Township Development: Toby

Regional Development: Cristo

Socio-Economic Planning & Development: Nicole

Suhasini, Manu, Gilles.B, Bankim, Deoyani, Rick, Vinay, Boobalan, Uriel, Rowland, Ojas, Jacques, Anbu...

SUPPORT: Dina, Barani, Viji,
WORK IN PROGRESS | master list

- Building Application Guidelines | Sauro
- Housing | Nicole
- Water Issues | Toby
  - Surface Water
  - Waste water study
- Matrimandir Lake | Gilles.G
- Roads | Toby
- Solar City | Sauro
- HT Cable | Toby
- Land use | Sauro
- Development phased planning | Bankim
- Land Protection & Regional Planning (afternoon session)